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Abstract: Recently the European XFEL has successfully produced its first X-ray photon pulse trains. This unique photon 

source will provide up to 27,000 photon pulses per second for experiments in different fields of science. In order to 

accomplish this, ultra-precise mirrors of dedicated shape are used to guide and focus these photons along beamlines of up to 

930m in length from the source in the undulator section to the desired focal point at an experimental station. We will report 

on a Kirkpatrick-Baez-mirror pair designed to focus hard-X-rays in the energy range from 3 to 16 keV to a 100nm scale at 

the SPB/SFX instrument of the European XFEL. Both mirrors are elliptical cylinder-like shaped. The figure error of these 1m 

long mirrors was specified to be better than 2nm pv in terms of the height domain this corresponds to a slope error of about 

50nrad rms (at least a best effort finishing is requested). This is essential to provide optimal experimental conditions 

including preservation of brilliance and wave-front. Such large and precise optics represents a challenge for the required 

deterministic surface polishing technology, Elastic Emission Machining (EEM) in this case, as well as for the metrology 

mandatory to enable a precise characterization of the topography on the mirror aperture. Beside the slope errors the ellipse 

parameters are also of particular interest. The mirrors were under inspection by means of slope measuring deflectometry at 

the BESSY-NOM slope measuring profiler at the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin (HZB). We will report on the measurement 

concept to characterize such mirrors as well as discussing the achieved results. 

 
I. Introduction 

          Two elliptical cylinder like mirrors (often termed “plane ellipses”) have been designed and manufactured to provide a 

100nm scale focusing in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively for the energy range between 3 to 16 keV at the 

new SPB/SFX instrument [1, 2] at European XFEL [3]. The mirror substrate dimensions are of 1000mm in length and of 

70x70mm2 in cross section. The substrate material is single crystal silicon having the 100 crystal orientation in the aperture 

plane. The aperture size is of 950x25mm2 located in the centered position on the substrate. The mirrors will be used in a 

Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) configuration [4]. Such mirrors require an excellent finishing quality in the range of single nm pv 

figure errors and a 0.2nm rms micro-roughness to allow a wave front preserving transport of photons [5, 6].  
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Both mirrors were finished by deterministic surface finishing technology – Elastic Emission Machining (EEM) [7] in this 

case. For optimal reflectance the mirrors are coated with B4C [8, 9] and Ruthenium on a second stripe [10] in two different 

‘stripes’ to address the lower and higher photon energy ranges respectively. Importantly, these materials have been verified to 

withstand and not ablate under the expected incident fluence in operation at SPB/SFX [11]. To verify their usability, these 

two mirrors were under inspection regarding slope error and shape error as well as parameter of the ellipse. Due to their size 

and curvature along the meridional direction it is challenging to measure such mirror by means of a Fizeau interferometer. 

The method we have chosen is slope measuring deflectometry [12, 13].  Slope measuring deflectometry, as provided by the 

well-known Long Trace Profiler [14] as well as a 2nd generation slope measuring profiler [15] like the Nanometer Optic 

component Measuring machine (NOM) [16], is an established method in the synchrotron- and FEL-community to measure 

the quality of mirrors and gratings blanks in terms of slope error [17] as well as to gain the geometric substrate parameters 

like the radius of curvature or as in this case the parameter of the ellipse: entrance arm length, exit arm length and the grazing 

angle of the incidence X-ray beam. The knowledge of the ellipse parameter is essential to allow a precise installation of the 

mirrors at the vacuum vessel at the end-station and finally to provide the focal spot position as designed in space and size.  

II. The SPB/SFX instrument   

The Single Particles, Clusters and Biomolecules and Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SPB/SFX) instrument of the 

European XFEL is designed predominantly to determine the structure of biological molecules either in the crystalline 

(through serial crystallography [18]) or non-crystalline (though small angle X-ray scattering [19] or single particle imaging 

[20]) states. The instrument [2, 21] is a forward scattering instrument with focal spots around the few micron and few 

hundred nanometer size to optimally illuminate samples of that scale. Mirror optics are chosen predominantly for their high 

transmission across the operating photon energy range [2], as well as for their resistance to ablation by the XFEL beam [18] 

and other optical properties. Samples are typically injected into the X-ray focus by means of a liquid jet for crystals or an 

aerosol jet for single particles [22]. A custom two-dimensional detector, called AGIPD [23] is then used to collect diffraction 

or scattering from the samples in question and that data can be interpreted to yield the bio-particles’ structure. Particularly, an 

XFEL provides benefits for radiation damage sensitive samples, samples that are difficult to crystallize or only form small 

crystals, or to explore processes that evolve with time, such as mixing processes or photo-activated systems. The time 

resolved case is particularly ‘data hungry’ and the European XFEL with its many orders more pulses per unit time than other 

XFEL facilities [24] then becomes a most attractive facility to pursue such studies.  
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The SPB/SFX instrument came online in 2017, accepted first users from September 2017 and had first results published in 

September 2018 [25, 26]. 

 III. SLOPE MEASURING DEFLECTOMETRY  

The BESSY-NOM is a 2nd generation slope measuring profiler [15, 27] providing the characterization of reflective 

optical surfaces in the slope domain. Fig.1 shows the principle of a slope measuring profiler with a fixed optics head and a 

scanning 45° penta-prism set-up as first proposed by Debler and Zander [28] and is widely described in recent publications 

e.g. see the following references: [29-32]. Instead of a bulk penta prism we use a 45° double mirror pair to avoid the 

inhomogeneity of the glass contributing as an error source. The detector used in the NOM is a modified autocollimator (AC) 

developed by Moeller Wedel Optical (MWO) [33, 34] fixed mounted on a stone pillar. The double mirror pair is mounted on 

an air bearing based carriage for guiding a laser test beam (λ=650nm generated by a LED) [35] along the optics under test, 

see also Fig. 1. Special care is required regarding a precise alignment of the double mirror set-up with respect to the 

autocollimator and carriage movement [36, 37]. In addition the AC of the NOM was subject of dedicated calibration [27, 38]. 

The laser beam is traced at regular intervals over the mirror along the line of inspection. In this case all measurements have 

been performed in the “on-the-fly” mode to save measurement time. To suppress drift-effects contributing to the 

measurement result all measurements were performed in a forward-backward mode, which allows for the compensation of 

linear drift contributions [39]. A circular diaphragm placed at a distance of 3 mm from the optics under test defines the size of 

the measuring beam. The size of the beam limited diaphragm is the major factor that defines the instrument’s spatial 

resolution. Different investigations in the past have shown a measurement beam diameter of 2.5 mm to be the optimal size in 

the case of plane or slightly curved optics under inspection [27, 40]. Investigations on the modulation transfer function 

(MTF) of the autocollimator have shown a spatial resolution of 1.2-1.7 mm can be achieved with the set-up of the NOM 

(taking the zero-crossing of the system’s MTF as the resolution criterion) [41]. 
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FIG.1. Principle set-up of a slope measuring profiler with scanning 45°-double-mirror as realized for the BESSY-NOM 
  

With this arrangement (see Fig. 1) reflective surfaces of plane and curved shape, down to a local radius of curvature of 

R=4 m, can be measured. Depending on the local topography of surface under test (SUT), the test beam will be reflected into 

the position sensitive detector (a CCD-line) of the NOM autocollimator head. Its position on the CCD-line of the sensor is 

directly related to the local surface slope. The reflection of the test beam along the optical axis of the instrument is 

determined by the angle between the mirror normal and the direction of the incident laser beam [42]. Then the local slope is 

given by:    

  dxdyxS /tan                      (1) 

The relative slope change is measured by scanning along the line of inspection. The autocollimator detects the change of 

the angle of reflection from one position x on the mirror substrate to the next position x + Δx. A spatial integration of the 

slope data finally gives the topography height profile h(xk):  
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IV. Measurements 

The two mirrors were aligned on a rotational stage with an x-y-tilting stage on top for angular fine alignment. A massive 

rectangular shaped plane rod of quartz glass was used to give support to the optics under test. The vertical focusing mirror 

was measured for two different conditions. First measurements were performed in full contact with a thin cellular foil 

between the mirror and the quartz glass rod to allow a full-contact all-over rest of the mirror. For the second run of 

measurements the mirror was placed on two gauge pieces of polished silicon – for this state see Fig. 2. These gauge pieces 

(made of polished Si-stripes) were placed at the design support position of the final mirror mechanics in the instrument. The 

rotational axis of the rotational stage was matching with the position of the mirror pole to allow a horizontal rotation of the 

optics by 180° and measuring the mirrors in “side A to side B” and “side B to side A” orientation at the same x-coordinate 

range of the NOM.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.2. The vertical focusing mirror placed at gauge pieces during alignment at the BESSY-NOM.  

The horizontal focusing mirror was measured in the full contact condition only as described previously for the vertical 

focusing mirror. We have chosen this option to avoid the complicated handling required (and hence avoid risk to these 

delicate optics) to perform measurements in the facing-to-the-side condition which is in principle possible at the BESSY-

NOM [43]. Earlier work [43] has shown the feasibility of this approach for characterizing optics to be used in facing-to-the-
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side condition. The difference between both cases was found to be in the range of sub-nm rms values. A first set of 

measurements was taken as line-scans along the central aperture axis in the meridional direction. With an increment of 

Δx=0.2mm. To suppress any systematic error contribution caused by the optical components of the autocollimator (lenses 

and split cube), as well as by variation of the measurement beam length and the inhomogeneity of the detector CCD-array, 

each mirror was measured at five different angular ranges of the autocollimator. Ten scans in “forward – backward” mode 

were taken for each angular range then the mirror was tilted and aligned to the next angular position. Averaging 

measurements taken in the “forward – backward” mode allows the suppression of the impact of linear drift effects on the 

measurement result [39]. Finally the data measured at five different angular ranges of the detector were averaged. This 

procedure was applied for the “upstream side to downstream side” measurements and after a rotation of 180° for the 

“downstream side to upstream side” measurements. Fig. 3 shows the absolute slope data as obtained for the vertical focusing 

mirror with the mirror support at the gauge pieces.  

 

FIG.3. Slope data as measured at the NOM on the vertical focusing mirror (supported by gauge pieces) at five different angular ranges 

of the AC. Top: for the side “upstream side to downstream side” substrate orientation alignment. Bottom: for the side “downstream side 

to upstream side” alignment.  

The final result is achieved by averaging the results gained for both orientations. The same procedure was applied to 

measure the horizontal focusing mirror. Such line-scans allow the identification of the slope error and residual figure error 

along this line of inspection. In addition one gets the parameter of the best-fit ellipse: entrance-arm- and exit-arm-length as 
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well as the grazing angle. For this we have applied a best slope ellipse fit to the measured slope data as proposed by Sutter 

and co-worker [44], see equation 3.  
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With the ellipse specified as the source to mirror pole distance defined as entrance arm length r and r` defined as the exit 

arm length between mirror pole and focal point at the experimental position, and the incidence angle ϴ of the photons at the 

mirror pole – see also Fig. 4. In our case the source point of both the horizontal and vertical focusing mirrors is at the nominal 

source point in the XFEL undulator section of 915 .484m distance to the vertical focusing mirror pole and of 916.584m 

distance to the horizontal focusing mirror pole. 

 

FIG.4. Ideal ellipse for a mirror imaging a source point S at a distance r to an image point in a distance r´ with the photons reflecting 

under incidence angle  at the mirror pole. 

Additional to the linescan measurements we have performed a 2D-Slope mapping to enable a better characterization of 

the full aperture regarding a possible periodic shape error or local deviations from the ideal shape [45]. Such measurements 

can be performed in the face-up condition at the BESSY-NOM only. In the tangential scan direction we have chosen an 

increment of Δx=0.5mm and in the sagittal direction Δy=1.0mm for the two measurement on the vertical focusing mirror and 

Δy=0.5mm for the horizontal focusing mirror. 

V. Measurement results 
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Table 1 shows the mirror design parameters as well as the measurement results. While the measured ellipse parameters 

are in excellent agreement with the specification and show only negligible deviations to the ideal case, the mirrors’ 

topography shows a deviation to the specification in both in terms of the rms slope error as well as the residual figure error. 

For both mirrors the slope error is of about 100nrad rms as measured along the mirror central axis. The vertical focusing 

mirror is characterized by a residual figure error of about 20nm pv / 6.2nm rms for the state with gauge pieces at the mirror 

mechanics support position. A deviation of a factor of 10 larger compared to the mirror specification. In the full contact state 

a significant larger residual of 190.9nm pv / 61.2nm rms is measured (see Fig. 5). Which illustrates a useful pre-shaping of 

the mirror substrate to compensate the gravitational sag of the substrate to approach the desired mirror shape. Figure 6 shows 

the results of 2D-slope mapping for both states (full contact support and placed at the gauge pieces) in terms of 2D-slopes in 

the tangential direction and the corresponding topography in terms of height. Figure 7 is a cut-out of 16x16mm2 taken from 

the mirror pool point region at the mirror center. It shows some periodicity in the order of two millimeter spatial frequency. 

For this see also the PSD-curves at Fig. 10. The horizontal focusing mirror shows a residual figure error of 11.7nm pv / 

3.1nm rms which is about a factor of 6 higher than specified (see Fig. 8). Fig. 8 shows the profiles of residual slope as 

achieved for both cases measured: the “upstream to downstream” and “downstream to upstream” case respectively. Both 

curves are superimposed. The difference between the two curves is of 65nrad rms. This value can be taken as estimation for 

the uncertainty achievable for measurements on such very long slightly curved X-ray mirrors. The final result is achieved by 

averaging of both measurements (black graph). The result of 2D-slope mapping for this mirror is given in Fig.9.  
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Mirror parameter Specification Measurement by 
manufacturer 

Result of NOM 
measurement 

 
Horizontal focusing mirror 

Slope error  
 

Residual figure error 

Parameter of ellipse: 

Entrance arm length  

Exit arm length  

Grazing angle  

 

 
≤ 20nrad rms 

(≤ 100nrad rms acceptable) 

≤ 2.0 nm pv 

 

915.484m 

3.30m 

3.5mrad 

 

 
62nrad rms 

 

1.646 nm pv 

 

915.484m 

3.3m 

3.5mrad 

 

 
93nrad rms 

 

11.7 nm pv / 3.1nm rms 

 

915.484m 

3.3m 

3.457mrad 
 
Vertical focusing mirror 

Slope error  
 

Residual figure error  

Parameter of ellipse: 

Entrance arm length  

Exit arm length  

Grazing angle  

 
 

≤ 20nrad rms 
(≤ 100nrad rms acceptable)  

≤ 2.0 nm pv 

 

916.584m 

2.20m 

3.5mrad 

 
 
 

68nrad rms 
 

1.821 nm pv 

 

916.584m 

2.2m 

3.5mrad 

 
 
 

99nrad rms 
 

19.2 nm pv / 6.2nm rms 

 

916.584m 

2.2m 

3.58mrad 

Table 1 Mirror parameter and measurement results as measured by use of the BESSY-NOM in comparison to specification and 

measurement results of the manufacturer. 
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FIG.5. Vertical focusing mirror, top: Profile of residual slope along the mirror central axis in tangential direction for two different 

state full contact and local support as at the mirror mechanics. Bottom: corresponding profiles of residual height. 

 

FIG.6. Vertical focusing mirror, top: 2D-slope map in tangential mirror orientation for two different state A full contact and B local 

support as at the mirror mechanics and bottom corresponding topography in terms of height 
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FIG.7. Vertical focusing mirror, 16x16mm2 cut out at the mirror pool region. The residual figure deviation is of 0.66nm pv / 0.10nm 

rms for this section. 

 

 

FIG.8. Horizontal focusing mirror, top: Profile of residual slope along the mirror central axis in tangential. Bottom: corresponding 

profile of residual height. 
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FIG.9. Horizontal focusing mirror, top: 2D-slope map in tangential mirror orientation and bottom corresponding topography in terms 

of height 

 

 

FIG.10. 2D-PSD surface profile as gained from the 2D-slope mapping data (see Fig. 6 and 9), top for the vertical focusing mirror and 

bottom for the horizontal focusing mirror. 
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Fig. 10 depicts the PSD-spectra gained from the 2D-slope mapping of the mirrors in tangential direction. It shows a 

significant line at a spatial frequency of 2.06mm for the vertical focusing mirror and at 4.1mm for the horizontal focusing 

mirror. This periodicity is assumed to have a correlation to the stitching period of the RADSI metrology [46] applied by the 

manufacturer to measure the mirrors topography and to calculate the removal rate for the EEM finishing technology to polish 

the mirrors [private communication on this to Kazuto Yamauchi at the SRI Conference in June 2018 in Taipei]. The 

difference in the periodicity on the two mirrors is due to the different degree of curvature on the mirrors which allows 

different size of sub-apertures to be measured. Ameliorating such periodic errors, perhaps through additional metrology in the 

manufacturing process, would lead to significant improvements in the final performance of such mirrors in general.  

VI. Conclusion and Outlook 

We have measured and characterized a KB-focusing mirror pair for nano-focusing at the SPB/SFX experimental station 

at European XFEL. By means of slope measuring deflectometry it is possible to measure such very long mirrors of up to 1m 

in length by line scan as well as 2D-slope mapping in tangential direction. Both mirrors are characterized by a slope error of 

100nrad rms which corresponds to a residual figure error of 20nm pv for the vertical focusing mirror and of 12nm pv for the 

horizontal focusing mirror respectively. While the figure error in the slope domain is mainly dominated by the higher spatial 

frequency contribution the height domain shows a low spatial frequency dependency to be dominant. In case of the vertical 

focusing mirror a pre-shaping of the mirror to compensate the mirror deformation by the gravitational sag is successfully 

applied. The often mentioned goal of reaching the level of a slope error of 20nrad rms in the future seems to be presently out 

of reach, largely due to stitching error contributions in the metrology. However even slope-measuring deflectometry is 

limited to about 65nrad rms as shown in this work. Both mirrors show an excellent agreement with the specification for the 

parameters of ellipse like entrance arm and exit arm length and grazing angle. It is also noted here that the results discussed in 

this publication have been achieved under dedicated laboratory condition. The thermal stability at the BESSY-NOM are of 

<20mK/24h, the humidity is of ±5%/24h stable and the level of vibration and air convection noise is very low. In addition we 

have measured the mirrors free of external forces. Thus dedicated care is required for the final mounting and clamping of the 

mirrors at the instrument to avoid a deformation to the mirrors’ aperture.  Upcoming work will allow to simulate the expected 

instrument performance based on this measurement data as realized by previous work [47]. The results of these simulations 

will be discussed and published elsewhere.  
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